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completed, the final height, temperature, and

barometric pressure are measured, and
another STP volume is determined. The total
volume of gas :volved is calculated as the

difference between the start and final volumes.
In order to continuously monitor and
calculate the e -1-:~on of decomposition
gases. a method was developed to do this
au[oma[kdlly

by

ekcuonk

monitoring.”

B. Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this report is to summarize
the development of an electronic transducer
manometer tube, a method of calibrating it in
place, a method of back pressurizing the
mariometer to sea level, electronic monitoring
of the mercury column, and periodic data
acquisition with computer control.
The scope will include a description of the
current modular instrument, some of the
problems solved in its assembly, conformance
to requirements of the DOE Explosives Safety
Manual,4 analysis of errors of measurement,
and some typical results. The calibration and
experimental procedures are detailed in the
Appendices for use as an operating manual.
C. Traditional Methods
Vacuum thermal stability has long been
used to determine the stability of explosives
alone and to measure their compatibility with
other materials. The early methods are
described in various ordnance manuals,1~2~3
reference encyclopedias,s specifications, and
reports.b The test methods described all use
some form of ruler to measure the manometer
height at the start and end of a test. The gas
laws are applied, and the amount of gas
evolved is calculated manually.

At Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL), various improvements were made
to continuously collect [he data using a stripchart recorder actuated by a mechanical
follower system. The system worked but was
subject to mechanical breakdown and the
calculation was still done manually. An
electronic system was needed to measure the
manometer and temperature, and to monitor
the system more frequently for intermediate
reactions. This objective has been achieved
and is reported here.
D. Modifications
Our early versions of the electronic
manometer sensing system ccnsisted of a
trough in a micarta lath board lined with 10-mil
aluminum foil, into which a plain glass
manometer was fitted. The foil constituted the
outer plate, the mercury was the ‘,~axiableinner
plate, and the glass was the dielectric. The
assembly acted as a capacitor when an
electrode was placed in the mercury pool and
another connection was made to the aluminum
plate. Each lead was connected to a dedicated
power supply/denxxiulator/meter (Validyne
CD-23*).7 The capacitance of the manometer
was linear with the mercury column height.
This capacitor-transducer was made part of a
Wheatstone capacitance bridge modulated by
the power supply and the signal generated
was demodulated to a dc voltage for transfer
to a data logger. The output from the C.D-23
was a signal in the O- to 1O-Vrange. This
was enough to devise a nonmechanical, allelectronic, nonmoving system.
To make ~hemeasurements for
calibration, a method was devised to move the
mercury up and down the tube with precision.

*Mentionof a trade name or manufacturerdoes not imply that Los AlamosNational Laboratoryor the University
of Californiaendorsesthe brand namesand product.

tube with better capacitance coupling. We
found that the Ace Glass Company (Vineland,
New Jersey) had a proprietary process called
“Instatherrn” for fusing metal to the outside
of glass flasks and large-diameter columns.
This fused metal acts as a heating element in
their products. A call to their development
engineers confirmed that they could fuse metal
to custom measurements on a 7-mm tube and
make the appropriate connectors so the tube
could be used as a capacitor. They custombuilt several dozen of these tubes to our
specifications (Figs. 1 and 2). These tubes
were more rugged and were incorporated into
our system.
With these innovations, it was possible to
combine the electronic measurements of the

A typical air-pressure-rc flucing valve (PRV)
(Nullmatic pressure regu ator, Model 40-30,
Moore Products Co.) is sensitive enough to
move the mercury by fractions of a millimeter.
With the air-back-pres~ure assembly in an
adjustable mode, It was possible to alter the
capacitance val~c when the mercury was
forced up or down. This modification made
in-place calibration possible.
To ge; better elecrncal coupling between
the inside and outsiae plates, aluminum ~“oil
was glued to the manometer over the central
760 mm of tube length. This tighter capacitance coupling improved the signal output.
Rather than depend on adhesives to hold
the aluminum, we looked for a way to fuse the
metal to the glass to make a more reliable
..
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Fig. 1. Vacuum stability tube with metal coated on glass, then insulated and elect-odes
attached.
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II. I - C VAC[~UM THERMAL
STAB1).JTY MODULAR INSTRUMENT
The VTS module. shown in Fig. 3.
consists of three parts: (1) the heating system
and its controls, (2) the manometer and backpressure assembly, power supply/demodl;lator
signal system, and (3) the data acquisition/
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‘m

~;~r; ~, till i‘;i-hea, ~bath 4) behind
)ntroll( I by a i ~itilatrol
the column , “1
II co,. -oiler !3) in ~ closed-loop,
&h,. .G
rmocc)uples!’stem. The
-id nel
olI-l~:~thhea, w use I:I) to I 100 wtitts of
po :1. “’IC (,, tth is ti 4.5-in. x 12-in. x 3-in.
trOU&li,
COI:lining 700” rnl of DC-550 silicone
h,.:it-transfc’ f~il[hilt is continually stirred,
7’}1.[t’ TnpeI.li L, ‘ is displayed on the front
panel digital meter (C). To cool the system
:“:1
nidly, u ~(mling coil is i:;stalled in [he hc:iting
ba[h to acccjf tap w’:iILr
and [()return the
waste to a drain.
To ~wnformI(Jrequirements oj”[he DOE
Explosives ‘:afety !tl:lnua14for redundant
power conmds. two relays, :1controller, a fuse
and one thermoswitch arc in series with tllc
heater. IFthere is an o.,ershot,t in oil-bath
temperature. an eltxvical interruption, or %e
oil bath cm~ls,the system ~huts down and
alarm lights (L))go on. It takes a manual
reset to restart the system. The thermoswitch
is set SGCabove the test temperature for
overshoot control. The alarms are set 6°C
tibove and below the test temperature.
B. The Manometer and Electronic
Measuring System
Afmr loading, evacuating, and sealing the
mano]l~cters(Fig. 2) they are installed in the
column space in the rack shown in Fig. 3. In
column 11 (leftmost), the manometer is
connected electri~ally to the system through
connector pigtails (L) and back pressurized
by the assembly ~F), but the test bulb is nor
inserted into the bath until in-place calibrations are made. In column 13, the test bulb is
in the hea[ed bath, ire:! the assembly is ready
for start of the test period.
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Fig. 3. VTS fcwr-column module showing tubes in place, CD-23 digital output displays (G),
te]nperature (C), pressure display (L), and temperature controller (B) with alarm lights (D).
The other lettered items are referred to in the text.
The four Validyne CD-23S (G) are
mwmted on the right side of the panel and are
connected electrically to the corresponding
manometer transducers. Two back-pressure
systems have their own PRV and controlling
reiays. Three other relays arc in line with the
system to indicate ambient, variable, and sealevel pressure from the pressure transducer to
the display (L). A DPDT switch (i-l) to the
right of each CD-23 controls the backpressure air for adjusting the mercury column
to calibrate in-place ‘foltage as a function of

height, and then to switch the back-pressure
air to 760 mm, the sea-level pressure. Each
CD-23 has been modified internally with a
variable capacitor in the bridge circuit to
eliminate crosstalk between columns that
occurs because of the modulating frequency.
This is the only modification made to the
CD-23. Each manometer must be calibrated
and mated to a CD-23. An RC circuit to
minimize signal noise is installed at the output
of the CD-23 circuit before the signal enters
the control unit.

For any column. when the air-pressure
switch (H) is in the adjustable mode, the
operator can check the ouqmt of the system in
place by adjusting PRV (J) t~,move the
mercury column to the top (the zero mark) and
by adjusting the span on its corresponding
CD-23 to the specified voltage. Dropping the
mercury 100 mm, and then, 200 mm, and
reading the corresponding voltage confums
that the system conforms to the original
calibration.
The trough (Kj catches any spills or
breakage. A clear plastic safety shield (not
shown) protects the tubes from accidental
bumping.
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C. The Data Acquisition/Control Unit, and
Computer/Plotter
For data acquisition, a Hewlett-Packard
HP3497A Data Acquisition/Control Unit is
coupled m a HP85B Personal Computer (PC)
(Fig. 4). An Inmac UPS 1O(X)back-up power
module for saving data and operating the
computer during power failures is also part of
the system.
The HP3497A is the signal processor and
timer for the \’oltage from the CD-23. The
input is transferred to the PC by program
cormmand. The PC accepts the timed voltages
and events from the HP3497A under program
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Fig. 4. The data acquisition/control unit and HP85B computer.
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F;g. 5a. Typical printout of a VTS experiment showing an hour-by-hour amount of gas evolved
on the plot and a printout of the parameters for the test and the calculated amount of gas evolved.
control, calculates the results at the specified
time periods and holds them in memory.
At the conclusion of a run, the PC prints the
operating parameters and resulis in a prc
grammed format, and constructs a plot of gas
evolution as a function of time (Figs. 5a and
5b). A PC software program has been written
t{tLos Alamos to monitor the instrumen; cnd
to solve the gas-evolution equation. This PC
program can monitor as many as 14 channels
from three modules, store the data, and transfer the data to tape for later analysis. The
software consists of a 456-statement program
(872 lines) with provisions to store and recall
calibration data and to recall specific calibration data for the calculations. Although the
program generally works well, it periodically
needs to be debugged because of unforeseen
malfunctions and operator miscues. Therefore,
no detailed listing is given in this report.
As computers and program languages
frequently become obsolete, the next
generation computer for this system could be
a general small personal computer with a
signal-control unif that can use any of the
better commercial software packages available
on the market today.
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1169
144e

1670
1913
~$:
5?08
2906
3103
3251
3359
3484
3506
:728
5842
3985
4174
4342
4504
4651
4 8A
46 91
5085
5193
525B
5335
5416
5553
5672
5763
5888
5944
5977
6a69
6154
6253
6326
6440
6520
6731
6351
7867
723s
7369
7564

Fig. 5b. Typical listing of the gas evolved
hourly from which the plot in Fig. 5a is made.
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D. The Vacuum Pumping System
To prepare a VTS manometer, a manifold
fix:ure (A) (Fig. 6) is mounted on a lab rack
connected with tubing (B) to a vacuum pump.
The manifold has provisions to clamp the
manometer at the cistern (C) end. The
system is pumped down to 25-~m Hg before
the flask containing 6 ml of mercury (D) is
turned 90 degrees to allow the mercury to flow
into the cistern, thus sealing the sample from
the ambient atmosphere. By turning the
stopcock (E) and allowing ambient air into the
cistern, the column of mercury will rise to
indicate the ambient baromernc pressure.
The tube is removed from the system by
declamping at (C). Then pigtail electrodes are
attached along with the back-pressure
assembly for installation on the apparatus.

111. DISCUSSION
A. Gas Evolution Equations and Variable
Experimental Data
Because of the fixed test parameters, the
equation for calculating the gas evolved for a
48-hour test at a set temperature has been
simplified and adapted for computer operation.
The volume of the gas in the tube is calculated
at the start of each test (time zero) when the
system is equilibrated. Equilibration takes
five minutes. At the end of the test (48
hours), the volume is calculated using the
same equation. The gas evolved is the
difference between the calculated volumes at
finish and at start, normalized to unit weight
and STP.
The equations are:
VA = a (c/d) + e (c/f),
VB = a (g/h) + i (g/j), and
G = ((VB - VA) (0.359)) /b,
where
va~
vB
a
b
c
d
e
f
g

Fig. 6. Vacuum pumping system manifold (-A),
hose (B) to pump (not shown), tube ballsocket clamp (C), mercury flask (D), stopcock
(E), drip pan (F), sample bulb (G), and
locking ring (H).
8
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volume of gas at start of test after
equilibration (cmS),
= volume of gas at end of test or an
intermediate time (cm3),
= volume of sample test bulb (cm$,
= weight of sample (g),
= height of column, zero to mercury
level at start (mm),
= oil-bath temperature at start (K),
= tube vn~umeto mercury lei ‘clat
start (cm3),
= room temperature at start (K),
= height of column, zero to mercury
level at end of test or an
intermediate time (mm),
= bath temperature at end (K),
= tube volume to mercury level at
end (cm3),

=

= room temperiiture a end (K),
G
= gas evolved in time of test at
temperature (cmS/g). and
().359 = conversion constant (273/760) to
STP.

j

The correction for sample volume is
deleted from the equation because it is nearly
constant and added or generated only very
SITIa]lerrcx-s.By back pressurizing the tube to
760 mm one mathematical adjustment was
eliminated. Since most of the parameters are
Fixed,the only variables are room temperature
and height of column. Calibration constants
are required to determine the height of the
mercury column and the volume displaced from
a voltage reading. The calibration constants
do not change from test to test and are stored
in the memory of the computer. The calibration
is described in Appendix A.
B. Temperature Variations in the Oil Bath
The stirred oil-bath temperature was
determined by monitoring the bath with thermocouples calibrated to a platinum resistance
thermometer traceable to a National Institute
of Standards X;d Technology standard. The
;empeiiitur~ NM recorded on a strip chart and
showed :! typical cycle-correction curve. At
tvt~ll~~lllJ,~’ratures
of 100°C and 120°C, the
1t I I;I I I , I I m troller kept the temperatures
A’ittl I I
‘,
‘. . 11’r the test period of 48 hours.
rl
~€
(Ite (,i, I irilum control for heating in the
m;l, ,tii,~~r;ltoryatmosphere.

To determine if there is an error because
of temperature gradients, temperature profiles
of the manometer tube and bulb were
determined. By inserting a thermocouple in
the bore of the manometer, the temperature
was measured every 10 cm along its bore
(Fig. 7). A pl(.~tof temperature versus
themrmcoupl~.location shows a fas: drop to
room temperatures for both the 100°C and
120°C conditions. The profiles are shown in
Figures 8 and 9.
Knowing the volume per unit length,
temperature profile, and incremental length,
the volume of gas was integrated over the
length of the tube from the socket to an
arbitrary start value, and again from the socket
to an arbitrary finish value. Using the same
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C. Variation Due to Temperature of Gas in
Bore of Tube
In calcl!lating the decomposition of samples from gas evolved in the vacuum stability
tests two assumptions are made: (1) the
temperature of the sample bulb is at test temperature and (2) the temperature of the rest of
the manometer tube is at room temperature.

Fig. 7. Profile of VTS tube and distance from
zero mark for determining temperature inside
the bore.
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temperature of 120°C.
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arbitrary variables, the volumes were
calculated according to the routine procedure
for both 100”Cand 120°Cconditions.
In the worst case, the difference in volume
betweet; the integrated and straight calculations was 0.02 cm~ at the start and 0.08 cm3 at
the finish for an overall error of 0.06 crrts. This
translates into a ().1cm3/g error in a ?-crr\3/g
gas evolution; that was a 1.5% error for both
100”C and !20”C tests.
In the best case (low gas evolution), the
difference in volume betw~en the integrated
and straight cal~ulations was 0.005 crns at the
start and 0.006 cm3/g U(the finish for an
overall error of 0.001/cm3. This translates into
a 0.003-cm3/g error, which ww 10S:in the
noise of the ineasurement.
Therefore, for all practictil purposes, the
error from calculating the gas evoived with
assumptions noted above cwt be neglected.
D. Voltage to Height and to Volume
Measurements
V~itage output from the CD-23 is measured with mercury at the zero mark (Fig. 7)
and every 100 mm down to the base at 760
mm. At the base, the voltage is adjusted to
0.0 V using the zera potentiometer on the
CD-23. At the zero mark, the voltage is
adjusted to 10 V with the span potentiometer.
Coefficients for a !inear least-squares fit are
calculated for height as a function of voltage
output. This is the electronic calibration.
The heights are used in the gas-evolution
calculation, terms c and g.
From the volume calibration using
mercury, described in Appendix A, the volume
of the tube at any mercury level is calculated
from coefficients from another least-squares
fit, where the height determined electronically
is used as the independent variable. The
volumes calculated for the gas-evolution
equation are the terms e and i.

In oper;ition, the linear coefficients for the
two equu[ions are entered into memory by the
calibration subroutine as calibration constants.
Each numbered tube is calibrated at its
respecii’.’cnumbered column in the system for
both height as a function of volttige and volume
as a function of mercury height. The voltage
output is linear for the first 400-mm height and
~heregression equation is valid for this portion
only. It would require a spline-curve equation
to cover the entire curve tind this would make
the program more complicated. In the interest
of simplicity only the linear portion is
considered. If gas evolved is greater, the
sample fuils the test anyway and is rejected.
When the column height is calculated from
the voltage, the results show an error of less
than 0.5% compared with height measured by
a ruler. In 50 routine experiments run at
120”C,the height of the mercury column
measured with a rider was compared with the
computerized calculation of regression
coefficients. The data were within 1 mm of
each other, indicating stability of the system.
The conversio~ of height into volume is
based on direct measurements with mercury
as described in Appendix A. Repeated
cali!xatiorts give the same coefficients, but this
operation need be done only once when the
tube is put into operation.
E. Sealing of Tube to Bulb for Vacuum
The stability of the system depends on
how tightly the bulb is attached to the tube at
the ball-socket joint by the Invar locking ring.
(Fig. 1). A Teflon C)-ringis installed at each
component of the locking ring to cushion the
ball on one side and the socket on the other.
Invar has a low coefficient of thermal
expansion compared to Teflon. When the ballsocket is sealed with silicone grease and the
iocking ring secured to compress the ball-

socket, the sample bu!b i> sealed to the tube
for \’acuum operation without leakage.
.Aitermercury has been poured inm ;in
elacuated tube and the assembly al!o~.~t~ to
stand at am!!ient pressure, the column of
mercury \’w-iedwith the change in barometric
pressure (tibout f5 mm). The seal was secure
at iOOtTl temperature.
Se\eral tubes were run without sample at
12(J’Ca< if each run were a test. and back
pre>~;..re .I.~; applied at the cistern end.
Th=:: ;.
~change in the mercury level
durin: :-.c [est. OUtpUt was 0.0 cm3/g.
To mtike the test se~we. the experiment
W3Srun at 300°C. Again, the locking ring
exposed to the high :erriperat~lre did no: allow
leakage at the ball-socket. The Teflon C1-tirtgs
expand with heat more rapidly than the Irlvar
locking ring and therefore, will increase the
pressure [U .eaI :ne ball-socket joint.
Tests ‘. <R rtiri with water alone as a
\3m pIC .+; 1(?-I’Cand 120CC,all the wa[er
~aporizrxlL _ condensed on the cold part of
the cro~. - emh r. and sometimes overflowed
into the upright part. The drop in the mercury
coiumn was not measurable and the gas
e~ol~”edw’a~rep, ied as less than O.Oi cm3/g.
If one of the decomposition products in a real
sample is w’ater.the VTS test will not account
for it. If a gas is soluble in water, it will not
show as a change in mercury level. This is
reported as water condensation in the tube,
with an estimate made for the amount.

It’. TYPICAL RESULTS
To check the repeambility of the \~TS
tests oler a period of time, tin inerl sample
with a high gtis e~olution ![900-”1())*and
another uith a low g~s e~olution (1900-24J**
were run over a period of three weeks in
different tubes and columns.
The 1900-10 conttiins nitrocellulose (NC)
as the gassing decomposing in:igedient. ~lt
IZO:C o~er a -lH-hourperiod, the metin amount
of gas e~’ol~’edover eight experiments was 4.5
cm~/g with c standard de~itition of ().2cms/g.
Figure 10 is a typical computer record.
The 1900-24 has no known gassing
ingredient and any gas evolution i<’ ~ue tO
impurities. For this inert sample, .ile mean
amount of gas evolved was less than 0.1 cm3/g
with a standard deviation of 0.1 cm3/g. Figure
11 shows a typical curve and record.
These tests show the stability of the
sj’stem. For periodic check of the calibration,
the N“C-containinginm-tmaterial used as a
standard repeats the above gas-evolution
result within a standard deviation.
Over the years of operation of VTS,
explosives have been run and typical results
established. Results for about 18 cast,
plastic-bonded, and unprocessed explosives
are given in Table I. The results from these
tests are compiled in LASL Explosive
Properry Data by Cibbs and Popolato.10

= 19(1(-“ -46.9/48 .()~./3/3.2wt%—Bariurn nitrate/Pen[ek/RC/CEF
*9 , . 2=.9/?4.1/1
5.0 ut%--Cyanuric AciWalc/Kel-F 800
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Fig. 10. Typical computer record of an Inert 1900-10 high-gas-evolution sample used as a
calibration check.
TABLE I. Acceptable limits of gas evolution of explosives by VTS at LANL.

Explosive

Gas Evolwxi After 48 hours at 120°C
(cmS/g at STP)

Baratol
Composition B
cyclotoI
DATB

0.1 -0.4
0.2 -0.6
0.4 -0.5
0.1 -0.3
0.1 -0.4
o-~ -1.7
0.1 -0.4
0.3 -0.9
!.3 -4.0
0.1 -0.2
0.4 -0.7
0.0 -0.5
0.2 -0.5 (at 100”C)
0.1 -0.3
0.0 -0.5
0.4 – i.O
0.0 -0.5
0.0 – 0.2 (at 100”C)
0.1- 0.3

Nitroguanidine
Octol
PBX 9011
PBX 94U4
PBX 9407
PBX 9501
PBX 9502
PETN
RDx
TATB
Tetryl
XTX-8003
XIX-8(IO4
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Fig. 11. Typical computer record of an Inert 1900-24 low-gas-evolution sample used as a
calibration check.
Although most explosives will decompose
partially at 120°C, the new insensitive high
explosives (IFIE) give no gas evolution at this
temperature. To characterize this test at a
high temperature, a remote system based on
this electronic monitoring was developed. By
varying temperatures from 150”C to 300°C,
different decomposition rates were determined
as a function of time at a fixed temperature or
as a function of temperature at a fixed time.
In this system, k’;eimportant feature was a
graphite-lined furnace tightly coupled to the
sample bulb for efficient heat transfer. Oil
could not be used, as it vaporizes at 200°C
and above. The remote control system and
results for some IHE were reported at an
Engineering Faculty Meeting at LANL.8
The VTS system, as described here, can
determine stability and compatibility of
explosives from gas evolution by VTS at the
ordinary temperatures of 80°C, 100”C, 120°C,
and 150°C. With a modified remote system
with special heaters, VTS gas evolution can
be run up to 300”C to get reproducible results.
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APPENDIX A: CALIBRATIONS
A. CALIBRATION OF SAMPLE BULBS
FOR VOLUMES
1, Placs a numbered bulb in the holder and
onto the pan of an electronic balance.
Then tare and reco:d the weight on a
calibration form.
-7. Add mercury to the bulb-to the bottom of
the.socket and no higher.
3. Ailow the mercury to equilibrate to the
temperature of the weighing chamber and
adjust the amount of mercury as
necessary to maintain its level to the
bottom of the socket.
4. Take the temperature of the weighing
chamber.
5. Record the net weight of the mercury and
the temperature of the weighing chamber
on the calibration form.
6. Calculate the absolute volume of bulb
using the density of mercury at the
recorded temperature, as specified by a
handbook, and using the following
equation:
Volume (cms) = Weight (g) /Density
Hg (g/cmq).
7. Enter the volume as a calibration constant
into the computer.
B. CALIBRATION OF MANOMETER
TUBE FOR VOLUME AND MODULUS
1. Invert a numbered manometer tube and
clamp it in a pivoted burette fixture on a
ring stand above a catch pan.
2. Place a short piece of rubber tubing over
the socket, then a?cwh a clamp and a
small funnel to the rubber tube.
3. Add mercury to the capillary through the
funnel to fill the cross member to the zero
mark.
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4.

5.

6.

Swing the tube sideways until the zero
mark and socket (Fig. 1) are in the same
horizontal plane. Tap the tube to remove
all bubbles~o not allow bubbles in
mercury column.
Clamp the rubber tube when the desired
level of mercury is achieved, then remove
the excess mercury.
Remove the rubber tuhin~. Add a drop or
two of mercury as needed so the zero
mark and socket are stili in the same
plane.

7.

Swing the tube so that mercury flows from
the cross member i(llo the upright
member.
8. Remove the manometer tube from the
clamp.
9. Lay the manometer t~be on a clean flat
bench so that the mercury flows somewhere between zero and base, and stops.
10. Take a metric ruler and measure the
\ length of the mercury column in
millimeters.
11. Record this leng;~ on tbe calibration form.
The bore of the ylass is considered
constant.
1~. Take the temperature of the manometer
tube and mercury by laying the
thermometer alongside; record the
temperature on the calibration form.
13. Empty the mercury into a tared 25-ml
beaker.
14. Reweigh the beaker with mercury and
calculate the net weight of the mercury in
grams.
15. Record this value on the calibration form.
16. Find the density of mercury for the test
temperature in a handbook table and
record it on the calibration form.
17. Calculate the volume of the cross member
fkomsocket to zero, and the mcxiulusof
the tube as follows:

3.

A = weight Hg(g)/density of Hg at
recorded temperature (g/cm3) = the
volume of the cross member (ctn3),
B = A (cmS)/lengthof Hg cohmn (mm) =
modulus or volume per unit length
(cm3/mm),

4.

C = B (cm3/mm)x 760 mm = volume of
capillary. zero to base (cmS), and
D = A + C = volume of capillary, socket to

5.

zero to base (cm3).

These physical parameters give a linear
equation for volume at any mercury
level.
V(cm3) = A (cm3) + [B (cm3/mm) x
height (mm)],
where height is the measured mercury
level in the test experiment.
18. Record A and B on the calibration form for
later entry into the computer as calibration
constants in the calibration routine at the
proper address.
C. CALIBRATION OF ELECTRONIC
TRANSDUCER TUBES

Place a liirge tes~ ‘ube in % bath [, ming
to catch any mercui:’ overtiow from the
socket durin} c:~libra.ion. For ea’”eof
calibr~t~on,th~ :wket I. not connected to
a bulb.
Add 6 ml ,.. n~ercuiyL(,the cistern of i’.tube, which is in place on the kwling
stand.
Attach the ‘ectric’d lea~s a d back
pressure assembly LU tube.

In Place on VTS

ADDQ r“~:

1

1.

2.

3.

This procedure calibrates height as a function
of voltage. The tube needs to be calibrated
electronically to the system. It is calibrated in
place for the same numbered tube to same
number channel.

4.

On Bench:

6.

1. Clean the calibrated and numbered
manometer tubes and dry them in a 60°C
oven.
2. Remove a tube from the oven, place it
upright on a loading stand, and allow it to
equilibrate to room temperature before
calibration.

7.

5.

8.

9.

Mount the manometer tube in the
appropriate numbered column. Hook up
the BNC electronic pigtail fitting and
connect the LRL-air fitting to the
controlled-air outlet.
Turn the pressure-adjust knob (J in Fig.
3) fully counterclockwise. Adjust the
ZERO potentiometer on Validyne CD-23
readout to read 0.000 V when mercury
level is at base.
With the air pressure switch (H in Fig. 3)
on ADJ position, slowly raise the mercury
level to zero mark (top of tube) with the
pressure-adjust knob. This is O.O-mm
level for mercury. Gas evolution is
measured with respect to this level.
Adjust the SPAN potentiometer on the
VaIidyne CD-23 to equal 10.000 V.
Drop the mercury level to 100 mm with
the pressure-adjust knob.
Read the voltage and record it on the
calibration form.
Drop the mercury level to 200 mm, read
the voltage, and record it on the
calibration form.
Do the same for 300,400,500,600,700,
and 760 mm. At the base, 760 mm should
read 0.000 V.
Repeat steps 3 to 8 and recheck values.
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I
Remo\c and dismanl!c the se: lp and
clean the manometer tube.

‘)
-.

II))

+

and repeat fro: 1Step 1.

(

z X (\’.)J.

mercurj. “[’his}“, when upplied to volume
1.III Ir eq u:~ti\‘n us [hu he igh[, givtx the
volume of [he l]]tinometer ;II any voltage.

D. CALCU1.AT1ON01’ REGRESSION
COEFFICIENTS
.3.

Key the four VUII.WS
~’lltered on the
cal ibrtition form as constants into the
HP85B CALIB routine at their proper
addrcs ses.

4.

“rhe VTS sj’stem is ready for automatic
data logging and calculation.

jx

.—

I El

R~tiordI,ICSC,~ and B coefficient~ on the
c;: iki(ion ffwrn.T!lese arc electronic
p~irtimcterstor dc[emli[iing height of fal] of

11. Pick another manometer tube and channel,

1. With voltage/height data (only pairs from
0 to 400 mm are needed) do a line:~
regression of the data where x = V(JI[.’ w
(‘!)
and y = height (mm).

The equtiuoji ~(~bc fitfcl. i\
mmi \
}“{mm) = A (m

——.

.- —

APPENDIX B: EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
A. PROCEDURE FOR SETUP OF SAMPLE
IN MANOMETER TUBES JN VTS

TESTS.
1.

Turn the Volidyne CD-23 power cm, set
the range L.)HIGH, and set the air
pressure swiwh 10 OFF.

7
-.

J

After the m:mometer tube with a sample
is prepared on the vacuum manifold and
remo~’ed, attach the back-pressure ball
joint assembly and the electronic BNC
pigtail connectors.
Se~ up the manometer tube in the
rmttching column in the upper rest post
slot.

4.

Connect the BNC connector to th(} panel
plug al the left c,, the column.

y.

Attach the ;iir sIIpply LRL t I.’in: to the

14. Set the :iir pressure switch to OFF.
15. Set the air pressure switch m the 760-mm

position.
16. Ile mercury should rise to reflect the
sea-level back presstlre.
17. ‘rake [he manometer tube ussembly off of
the rest slot and lower the sample bulb
into the heated bath. Secure (he
manometer tube in its slot.
18. Equilibration smts ufter START is keyed
on the computer. Th(’ computer counts
tin~c after the 5-minute equilibration

period.
9. For each r-nanometer tube setup, go to
Step 3 above and repe:!t the procedure.

). DATA LOGGING

outlet that corre>;onds to the uululnn
being tested.
6.

While the manometer t~lx is in :1rest
slGt, enter the e~perimental data into the
HP85B at SrT UP.

7.

(%-ithe Validync CD-23, set Lhc: r

8.
Y.

10.

pressure switch “r SI-X
With the pres:,ure-adjust knob rul rhc
mercury to top of the 7CW mark.
Adjust the SPAN on the (’(~-21 to 10.000
V showing on its digital readoul. ‘l’hi: .s
0.0 mm height.
With the pressuru ~djllst knw lower ?he
mercury to ;.kI.:100-mnl iiui. i.

Check that the digital readout corresponds
m the recorded calibration value for 100
mm; they snould agree within 0.020 V.
12. With the pressure-adjust knob lower the
mercury to ihe 200 mm mark.
13. Check that the digital reaaout corresponds
to the recorded c~ibration value for 200
mm. It should agree within 0.020 V.
Adjust the pressure-adjust knob to zero
pi ~.sure.

1:.

3.,

The computer data logger will automatically record, store, and print data and
calculate hourl}..At the end of the 48-hour
run, it will do a printout and plot of results.
In the event of a computer failure, data
could be recover-xi manually. After 48
hours, take the 48-hour voltage reading
from the printmlt, take the ambient
temperature, and record these values in
the .1~-1-iour
c(~!umnsof the worksheet.
Thcli do Step 3 beJow.
Calc~ll:m“’)Lrluightand volume of the
mcrcu”ycolumn from calibration forms for
hoth the start :um the end of the test, and
rec{wdm proper spaces. Then calculate
thu ~M ev~lvcd Dy using the back-up
program of the gas equations on the ‘work
sheet. Record answer on work sheet.
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c. END OF TEST
To remove the manometer tubes from the
bath, first set [he air pressure switch 10
OFF. Lift the bulb out of the bath, and
place the manometer tube on its rest slot.
7
-. Disconnect the AIR fitting and the
electronic BNC connector from panel.
.3. Remove the manometer tube with its
attached fittings and place it on a bench
rack to cool.
4. Wheri the manometer tube is cool, remove
its fittings, dismantle the equipment,
recover the r~lercury,and clean the tube
and bulb by the usual laboratory
procedure.
5. Dry the tubes in the 60”C air ok”en,so

6.

After 5 minutes, the zero-time duta will
be printed and entered in memory, and the
zero-time volume will be calculated and
stored in memcry. This value is used for
all subsequent calculations. An asterisk
appears in place of the “S” No further
attention is required.

:

At each one-hour time perid, a reading
is taken and the incremental change is
calculated with respect to time zero, and
stored in memory. The hours number
appearing above column number on the
screen indicates elapsed time of test.
At the end of the test time, a printout is
produced (Fig. 10). AI] data are then
stored on the tape.

1.

they are ready for reuse.

8.

9.

Copies of the printout of the test results
can be made using the PLT/LST routine.
10. The other user-definable keys are
annotated in Fig. B-1.

D. COMPLH”ERMANIPL!LATION
The HP85B PC program is menu driven
(Fig. B-l).
7 Before any run, the calibration data need
-.
to be entered and edited through the
CALIB routine.
.3. Before lowering the sample bulb into the
heated oil. key SET-UP, and answer all
question~. The data requested are
needed to calculate the gas equation.
4. Drop the test bulb into the heated oil and
secure the manometer tube in position.
5. Key START. The equilibration period
of 5 minutes begins and is timed by the
program. An “S” will appear above the
channel number on the screen, and a
SL?-UFmessage will be printed.
1.
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Fig. B-1. Menu-driven computer program
display for VTS calculation and monitoring.

